Targeted Sequencing Analysis of Pulmonary Adenocarcinoma with Multiple Synchronous Ground-Glass/Lepidic Nodules.
Lung adenocarcinoma (ADC) with synchronous ground-glass/lepidic (GG/L) nodules is considered a distinct disease entity in multiple synchronous lung cancers. Few studies have performed next-generation sequencing analysis of these synchronous sequential lesions, and genetic alterations of GG/L nodules must be further investigated. We performed targeted sequencing in ADC with synchronous atypical adenomatous hyperplasia (AAH), ADC in situ, or minimally invasive ADC from 16 patients. Next-generation sequencing was performed by using a customized panel including 154 cancer-associated genes. Multiple synchronous lesions in the same patient showed different mutation profiles, and some shared identically mutated genes. In five patients harboring EGFR-mutant ADC, their synchronous GG/L nodules had EGFR mutation; however, none was observed in EGFR wild-type ADC. The average numbers of exonic mutations were 4.2, 5.4, 4.0, and 5.4 in AAH, ADC in situ, minimally invasive ADC, and ADC, respectively. In each lesion type, various mutations, including LDL receptor related protein 1B gene (LRP1B), KRAS, EGFR, and BRAF were observed in AAH, and EGFR mutations were the most frequently observed in ADC. In all, 80% of mutations with a variant allele frequency of 20% or higher, which contained driver gene mutations, were identified in ADC. Intratumoral heterogeneity of the genetic profile was found between the lepidic and invasive areas of ADC, but the driver gene mutations were similar. This study suggests that ADC and synchronous GG/L nodules are genetically independent tumors. Intratumoral genetic heterogeneity of ADC was present, but driver gene mutations were homogeneously distributed. Driver gene mutations with a high variant allele frequency were identified in the invasive tumor. These findings support the relevance of molecular characterization of lung ADC and synchronous GG/L nodules.